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This document 
We have created this document as a central reference point for licensees, partners and consultants 

who use the WebFormZ software,  

It covers processes, information and procedures that relate to licenses, upgrading, support and 

other useful areas. 

Please refer to this document before requesting support for your WebFormZ system. 

Document Version 
Date Version Comment Author 

27/2/2014 1.0 First version R Franks 
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 WebFormZ Deployment and Support 
WebFormZ is a module that is deployed on the iMIS staff web site. It 

needs to be used and updated synchronously with iMIS.  

 

Upgrading iMIS 
If you are upgrading your iMIS then you will need to also upgrade 
your WebFormZ  license  
 
The license key that you receive to use WebFormZ is tied to the 
number of iMIS licenses that you have in your underlying license, the 
name of your license agreement with ASI, and the version of iMIS 
you are running.   
 
If any of these change you will need to request a replacement 
license code from us. 
 
If you are considering upgrading your iMIS to either and unreleased 
version of iMIS or the very latest general release version of iMIS 
please do check with iFINITY rfranks@ifinity.co.uk or check the 
WebFormz support site located at www.infinity.co.uk/webformz 
 
This site will be updated regularly with the latest release downloads 
and release notes. 
 

Is WebFormZ updated each time ASI updates iMIS? 

 
Not necessarily - There will be occasions when there is a  delay  
between the release of a new version of iMIS and a release of the 
appropriate version of WebFormZ . 

WebFormZ is a powerful product 

that can create amazing forms 

and form processes in iMIS but 

form processes are powerful but 

complex to think about never 

mind to construct and go live 

with. 

It is almost always a better 

choice to use WebFormZ than 

customise or integrate. 

Unless you are an “expert” in 

WebFormZ please set aside some 

budget to cover our involvement 

at the start (kick-off) of your iMIS 

project or forms project so we 

can advise on the best way to 

use our product and let you 

know of any issues we can see. 

If you have a specific timescale or 

complex need or your form 

includes reviews, ecommerce or 

makes extensive use of workflow 

please tell us of your plans and 

make use of our mentor service 

which is excellent where you 

need a helping hand or shoulder 

to cry on. 

Refer to 

www.ifinity.co.uk/webformz 

before you start and read the 

latest release notes to see what 

has been happening with the 

product. 

mailto:rfranks@ifinity.co.uk
http://www.infinity.co.uk/webformz
http://www.ifinity.co.uk/webformz
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Mostly  there will be a short delay only because the update to iMIS has been minimal but on those 
occasions where iMIS is updated in a significant way the time lag will be correspondingly greater. 
 
If you are wanting to install a new copy of iMIS for a new project then clearly you will want to use 
the most up to date copy of iMIS. Please do not choose the iMIS version without first finding out if 
there is a version of WebFormZ that supports that specific iMIS version. We will either advise you to 
install a slightly older version of iMIS that can support a release version of WebFormZ or we will 
offer you a “beta” version of WebFormZ  with the caveat that we make no promises about 
performance and there may be support limitations. 
 

Choosing the right level of support assistance 
 
When you purchase a license for Web FormZ there are a number of options to consider: 
 
The standard license for WebFormZ  (any version) includes what we term “software update plan” or 
SUP  
 

WebFormZ SUP 

 
SUP is designed to provide a basic level of technical support what this means is that we will not 
charge you for telling us about any issues you have with the software, investigating and rectifying 
software problems that you have and providing general “how to” advice about the product under 
most circumstances. 
 
Exceptions 
 
If there is an issue that is caused by an underlying issue that is connected with your iMIS or your 
specific site infrastructure or configuration. 
 
If the issue is connected with stored procedures, scripts or iMIS or iMIS third party modules such as 
Task Centre. 
 
 
The SUP we provide does not have a priority SLA attached to it. You are welcome to log an issue with 
us and then follow up on that issue. We will do our best to help you resolve the problem. Please do 
let us know if you have an important deadline or timescale and we will try to be accommodating. 
 
If an SUP call is referred to our dev team for processing because we believe that you have found a 
bug then we will record your original call request in our GitHub development database.  Where a 
bug or request is processed by development it is very important that dev fully understand and can 
see themselves the issue you are reporting. This is so they do not “fix” an issue which is slightly 
different from that which has been reported. We operate on an “agile” basis in dev so your fix may 
take a number of weeks to be incorporated in a release and made available as a hot fix. 
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WebFormZ Advanced Support (chargeable) 

 
If your requirement for support is at a higher level because the forms that you want to create are 
more complex or because you want to do something which may not be obvious or because you're 
iMIS infrastructure is more complex or because of the sheer size of your IMIS installation, then there 
are other options you should consider. 
 
The options that we have available are 
 

 Mentoring 
 

 Advanced level support 
 

 Or consultancy 
 

Mentoring 

 

 
All mentor service is available for periods of 30, 60 or 90 days and 
the fee charged for mentoring depends on the size of your  iMIS 
and WebFormZ installation.  
 
This service is designed to support either your own staff or ASI 
consultant or your iMIS professional or consultant or aISP to 
achieve exactly what they would like to achieve with the 
software.   
 
We recognise and fully understand that peoples requirements 
vary considerably and often are substantially complicated in 
nature. There may be some things that you know intuitively 

software will do and then maybe other things which you think it should do or could do but nobody is 
quite sure of whether the use of a particular feature on the software is the right way of achieving 
that end result or whether there may be other ways to achieve the best results within the iMIS 
family of products 
 
In this case working with your mentor  for a time can be the best approach. With our mentor  service 
we will not actually create and deploy the form system for you, we will advise you or your chosen 
partner  on the best way of achieving the particular goal. We will work with you until  the form is live 
or until the end of the mentor  period. 
 
If you do have a form project that needs to go on for over the 90 day mentor period then you are 
welcome to extend this period by paying for an additional 30, 60 or 90 days. 
 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=L7MLZ748zBdX_M&tbnid=gRMcj0FrLTnwzM:&ved=&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.osjovanpopovic.edu.rs%2F&ei=d98NU8GTBrOI7Aa_soCgCg&bvm=bv.61965928,d.ZGU&psig=AFQjCNGtT5-kEpTVmOCaNl48mxE6-gJ7oQ&ust=1393504503430408
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Advanced Level Support 

 
Not all forms are created equal. Not all partners are created equal. 
Not all timetables are unchallenging.  
 
You may be new to the game, you may be deploying iMIS at the same 
time as your forms and you may have specific challenges that mean 
the general “free” level of technical support does not give you what 
you need to achieve.  
 
What can we provide over and above our SUP service? 
 

If you are using our Advanced Support service we will give your needs a greater priority over our 
standard service and we will make priority hotfix available to you.  We will work with you to 
understand your specific business needs and we will help you to ensure that you are doing the right 
thing. 
 
Advanced Level Support requires that the “ticket” is allocated to a “time and materials” support 
contract (monthly billing) unless you already have a block time agreement such as Purplecard with 
us. We will then invoice you on 30 day terms at the month end and give you a schedule of the hours 
and tickets that we have worked on. 
 

Consultancy 

 
If you have a particular form process in mind and you would rather 

that we did all the work and took all the responsibility then 

consulting may be the appropriate choice. 

Why consulting? If  you feel that the partner that you're working 

with is likely to find that the requirement is too advanced or too 

difficult in some way, or if you just don’t have the time or the 

inclination to do it yourself, you may find that you would like to directly employ the services of 

iFINITY to plan, create, deploy and go live for the full form process (or just some of these stages). 

. 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=2YjXeJXJrhw0JM&tbnid=vMuXSBXH9nDJNM&ved=0CAgQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eiraconsulting.co.uk%2Fservices%2Fsub1&ei=FOANU7K0MOqM7QaDhoHIDw&psig=AFQjCNFAqWOXw0flXLNFiXE7ooBEeMtVJw&ust=1393504660869815
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Obtaining technical support 
 
We are more than happy to provide you with the technical support that you need to get the most 
out of the web forms product. 
 
We're happy to accept technical subtext because support requests from you as a client, ASI  
consulting or your partner 
 
 

All requests for technical support should be sent to 
helpdesk@infinity.co.uk 

 
 
We receive all requests at this address and each one is reviewed to determine whether it is a 
support request that should be dealt with under your software SUP or whether it is a request that is 
more consulting or training or sales in nature in which case it is allocated to a different contract that 
may be chargeable under certain circumstances. 
 
We tend to deal with most general support questions free of charge under the terms of our SUP 
agreement. 
 
If we believe that the complexity of the questions that are being raised as a support request are such 
that they will require significant time to deal with and are not a bug in the WebFormZ software we 
will then talk to you about how we can best provide the service that is being requested. 
 
Sometimes it will be clear that there is an obvious answer and that you have not received sufficient 
training in which case we will suggest a training route. 
 

Budgeting for the deployment of your forms. 
 
We have deployed many hundreds of forms within I must, many of which are extremely complicated 
process orientated forms. 
 

 

mailto:helpdesk@infinity.co.uk
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The key to a successful performance project is planning if you have particular features and functions 
you need within your form process you should ask us for help with the planning of the form process 
before you go into deployment of production.   
 
If you think that web forms does some particular advanced function that you need there is 
absolutely no point in telling us two days you need to go live that this feature is missing.  
 

Getting trained on WebFormZ 
 

 
 
Knowledge and training are very important. For end users 

and iMIS customers certainly but for partners and ASI 

consulting staff even more so. From March 2014 we will 

be introducing regular at your desk training for partners 

and end users focused on specific aspects of WebFormZ. 

We will cover reviews, form building, working with multi-

instance, troubleshooting, using tools, working with email 

templates, using CSS and many other subjects. 

 

 

The cost per session will depend on how many are booked at the same time but will be $200 to $250 

US$ per session per person. 

  

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=EO8MVk0FbvM-TM&tbnid=bPTqRPFZ9iGAyM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.purplepatchdevelopment.co.uk%2Fpurple-121%2F&ei=T-YNU8z_JoKm0wXIsICQBQ&psig=AFQjCNG4kQF7opMT6Rv8Wd90_2ooL2MdkA&ust=1393506188593358
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SUP Support Conditions 
We provide support under our support plan to any 

user of WebFormZ who is currently paid up on the 

SUP support.   

There are two types of license arrangement for  

WebFormZ, license purchase and annual license and 

both types provide full support:  

Your rights: 

Access to any update for WebFormZ  

Published to: www.ifinity.co.uk/webformz 

Access to product support and bug fixes to the 

product. 

 

License Purchase 

If you have purchased a license you have the right to continue using that license for as long as you 

wish and you do not have to have SUP after year 1. Your license includes SUP for the first year and 

may include SUP for further years if this has been pre-paid.  You will be sent a renewal invoice for 

your SUP at the then prevailing SUP rate and if this is not paid you will be lapsed for SUP. 

Annual License 

If you have purchased an annual license for WebFormZ you have the right to continue using that 

license for as long as you are paid for your license. The annual license includes annual SUP. 

You will be sent a renewal invoice for your Annual license and SUP at the then prevailing rate and if 

this is not paid your license  will be lapsed. This will mean that you no longer have any access to 

support and you no longer have a right to use the WebFormZ product. 

The nature of the support we provide under SUP 
Our aim under the SUP is to give you what you need in order to use our product successfully. This 

invludes: 

 Advice on what the product is designed to do in general terms 

 Repair of bugs and technical issues with the product. 

 Access to updates to the product that provide new features, bug fixes and technical updates. 

http://www.ifinity.co.uk/webformz
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=4H1NW7-r353MEM&tbnid=PFP8rNDM2iDLEM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.myob.mmets.com%2Fshop%2FHongKong_MACAU%2Fver1307%2Faccessories-c-11%2F%3Flanguage%3Den%3Flanguage%3Den&ei=NCEPU6mMD8WW0AWp-IHQCA&bvm=bv.61965928,d.ZG4&psig=AFQjCNHHCu8EoHGNop0kQOgnew_RZTldhA&ust=1393586853055874
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What is not provided under our SUP? 
Regretfully we cannot provide an unlimited full scale support service under the terms of our SUP 

agreement, therefore we may from time to time advise you that what you are asking is not covered 

under our SUP and that we will need to raise a chargeable support ticket to deal professionally with 

the matter at hand. 

The following are the general services or issues that are beyond the scope of our SUP: 

 Training that needs to be provided to your staff 

 Specific advice or planning or form creation testing or deployment processes  

 Graphic Design or CSS style creation 

 Programming changes needed to create new product features. 

How do we fix your problem? 

Diagnosis 

There are a number of stages to this and they all start with us understanding what your problem is 

and under what circumstances you experience the problem. So it is important that you take time to 

explain to us very precisely what the issue is and take as many screen shots (or even video) of the 

problem and then give us accurate version information.  

Classification 

When you report a problem we will determine how we need to classify it and what we need to do. 

This will determine if we are able to accept the problem under our SUP or if it needs to become a 

chargeable ticket. Broadly speaking if it is a bug in our software then it will definitely be an SUP issue 

and if it is something that is related to your infrastructure then we may advise you we can help you 

out and resolve the issue but it may be related to your iMIS or your infrastructure. 

Action 

The action we are able to take depends on the nature of the issue.  We will normally let you know 

based on one of three options: 

 A work around 

 A hot fix 

 An update to the product (a planned release) 

Work Arounds 

A work around is an alternative way of achieving the same or similar end result. This may be 

permanent or temporary in nature. 

A hot fix 

A hot fix is a repair that we can apply to your system assuming that we have your permission and 

access to the system. Generally we will apply a patch and this may not need the full installation of 
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the product depending on the nature of the fix provided. You will have to have either signed a mater 

services agreement with us or made another agreement with us to give our consultants access to 

your iMIS system. 

An update to WebFormZ 

We may tell you that the fix has been done in a future product release and if this is so you will be 

able to download the release and release notes from www.ifinity.co.uk/webformz . Please note that 

the future release is ONLY available to you if you are under our SUP program at the time of the 

release of the update (not the time of notification of the problem).  

Some updates may require that you also update iMIS to a certain version or that your infrastructure 

(SQL and operating system etc) is at a specific version. If this is the case we cannot guarantee that 

the update will solve your problem as it may very well require some form of pre-requisite update 

outside of our direct control. 

What happens if we can’t resolve your problem? 

There are some occasions when we may not be able to resolve your problem. Thankfully this is not a 

regular happening but one that does happen some times. Generally the reasons will be: 

 Not within our power 

 Intermittent 

 Can’t repeat in our systems 

We may find that actually the fault is not in WebFormZ and is a fault that is present in iMIS or 

Microsoft etc. If this is the case we will tell you and you can then raise an SUP with ASI. We may find 

that the fault only happens under some rare circumstance and if this is the case then providing we 

can get you to further refine the brief to us we can often make progress though sometimes only over 

a period of time. Sometimes we cant repeat the fault on our system. In cases such as this it might be 

something in your own system causing the fault. (We can still help with these but on a chargeable 

ticket basis) 

 

  

http://www.ifinity.co.uk/webformz
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Making Changes to your license 
 

Nothing stays static in this world and we understand some 

users will want to change the terms of their license or SUP 

and this document sets out what can be done and on 

what basis. 

 

 

 

Adding Users to your WebFormZ 
WebFormZ is licensed according to the number of iMIS users you have in total. If you add iMIS users 

you will also need to add WebFormZ users. As soon as your iMIS license changes please let us know 

the new license count and we will quote you for the additional number of licenses and the 

increment to your SUP renewal. 

Removing Users to your WebFormZ 
WebFormZ can also shrink. You can cancel xx number of users any time you need and we will reduce 

your annual SUP or license accodingly. As soon as your iMIS license changes please let us know the 

new license count and we will let you know what the reduction will be to your SUP renewal. 

Adding users back after a reduction 
If you reduce the number of users and then decide you need more users you will need to repurchase 

the number of users as new users to WebFormZ. 

Upgrading from WebFormZ Advanced to Enterprise 
You can upgrade at any time from Advanced to Enterprise. This can be most useful when you want 

to add modules and the cost of those modules will be greater than the differential  between the 

products. We calculate a cost for Enterprise and then take away how much you paid originally and 

the difference will be the cost of your Enterprise License. 

Downgrading from WebFormZ Enterprise to Advanced 
This option is not available at the present time 
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Working with partners on WebFormZ projects 
 

The quality of partners varies both inside and outside the 

ASI channel. Everyone has different experience and 

capabilities and it is important to choose the right 

partner. 

Sometimes the partner you work with on iMIS will have 

WebFormZ experience and sometimes not. 

We will shortly be introducing the concept of a 

WebFormZ authorised professional but until then please 

ensure that you choose the right partner to work with. 

 

Fair Use Policy 
If you decide to work with an inexperienced professional who is not accredited or trained  by us on 

WebFormZ and this has the result that we use more support time and resources than is fair, we do 

reserve the right to charge for the work that we do or in extreme cases we can refuse to work with 

those people  who abuse our time and SUP services. 

Partner Recommendation 
If you are in doubt about the skills of a partner please do ask us in confidence if we can make a 

recommendation rfranks@ifinity.co.uk as we know about the general competence with WebFormZ 

and form processes in general. 

If you have something you want to achieve that it towards the edge of what WebFormZ can do as a 

product or if you consider that you may need some form of paid enhancement then please consider 

making us ALL or just a part of your WebFormZ team.

mailto:rfranks@ifinity.co.uk
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2014 services pricing 

SERVICES All our services are optional and you can have services provided by your aISP, Consultant or in house by your staff 

 
  US $ CDN $ AUD $ UK £ EUR  

 
Installation Services 

    
  

 
  One off installation or reinstallation 364.00 $374.92 $400.40 £254.80 € 254.80 

 
  90 day unlimited installlation/reinstallation 728.00 $749.84 $800.80 £509.60 € 509.60 

 
  360 day unlijmited installation/reinstallation 1092.00 $1,124.76 $1,201.20 £764.40 € 764.40 

 
  WebFormZ iPARTS configuration service 

    
  

 
Mentoring and Advanced Tech Support < 50 users 

    
  

 
   30 days unlimited support package $2,000.00 $2,060.00 $2,200.00 £1,400.00 € 1,400.00 

 
   90 day unlimited support package $4,000.00 $4,120.00 $4,400.00 £2,800.00 € 2,800.00 

 
   360 days unlimited support package $6,000.00 $6,180.00 $6,600.00 £4,200.00 € 4,200.00 

 
   + RiSE based online reviews module support $2,500.00 $2,575.00 $2,750.00 £1,750.00 € 1,750.00 

 
Mentoring and Advanced Tech Support > 50 users 

    
  

 
   30 days unlimited support package $3,000.00 $3,090.00 $3,300.00 £2,100.00 € 2,100.00 

 
   90 day unlimited support package $6,000.00 $6,180.00 $6,600.00 £4,200.00 € 4,200.00 

 
   360 days unlimited support package $9,000.00 $9,270.00 $9,900.00 £6,300.00 € 6,300.00 

 
   + RiSE based online reviews module support $3,750.00 $3,862.50 $4,125.00 £2,625.00 € 2,625.00 

 
Training 

    
  

 
   Per GotoMeeting training session (max 2 hours) $364.00 $374.92 $400.40 £254.80 € 291.20 

 
Form Building and Deployment 

    
  

 
  Per hour (estimate will be provided) $182.00 $187.46 $200.20 £127.40 € 145.60 

 

All prices are exclusive of TAX (normally only services charged to a UK business will be subject to tax) 
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Training 
 

Training Prices are per session and exclude VAT (this will only be charged in UK) 

 
Each session will last 60-120 mins US $ CDN $ AUD $ UK £ EUR  

 
  

    
  

 
Single At your desk session (per person) 250.00 $257.50 $275.00 £175.00 € 175.00 

 
Block of 3 sessions 225.00 $231.75 $247.50 £157.50 € 157.50 

 
Block of 5 sessions 200.00 $206.00 $220.00 £140.00 € 140.00 

 


